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gambate | Japanese to English | Sports / Fitness / Recreation
The phrase is ???????? Ganbatte kudasai (polite) or ????
Ganbatte It's interesting how the English phrase is sort of
spiritual and wishing for to you, whereas the Japanese version
emphasizes your own efforts.
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That's the usual translation. Whether they are exactly
equivalent is another question. Ganbatte has to some extent
made its way into English.

Translation of gambate in Spanish | Japanese-Spanish
dictionary
For learning · Japanese / Written in · English / Category ·
Other was wondering about the subtle meaning behind it, rather
than the translation.
Pls let me know what does "gambatte kudasai" means in japanese
:) - Learn Japanese - italki Answers
In English, I think the best translation would be "Good luck"
but it does not completely mean that. The previous answers
were also correct! ^_^ (in hiragana it is.
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Perhaps for that reason, ganbatte is high on the list of
things you are not in English without using terms like
“compliant,” “docile” or “obedient.
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